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BEM history
In 1966, the missionary Dutch couple,
Nicolaas and Trijnie van Eijk landed in Sao
Paulo from Stadskanaal, Holland. After
spending a year working in a juvenile institution run by Dutch people in São José do
Rio Pardo (São Paulo), the couple moved to
small Sabinópolis, in the interior of Minas
Gerais, in 1967

Thus, in 1973, the Bem Estar do Menor
crèche was founded as a body of legal
personality and diaconal arm of the IEMP
Church, to meet the social demands of
these children and their families. Since
then, a number of social projects and
actions have been created and developed
over the years. It has contributed significantly to meeting the social needs, transformation and social development of the
communities where BEM has expanded its
approach.

In 1968, the couple founded The Evangelical Pentecostal Missionary Church (IEMP)
from the contact with the numerous social
problems present in the community and the
perception that the Gospel needed to be
materialized through the loving care of
these social needs. The couple begins to
care for children and their families in their
own home. The biblical text of 1 John 3:17
troubles them and their Dutch compatriots
about the social situation of this community,
as there were a large number of poorly
structured families and undernourished
children who wandered begging through
the streets of the village.

If anyone has the world's goods
and sees his brother in need, yet
closes his heart against him,
how does God's love abide in
him?
I John 3:17
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Mission
Contribute to the Integral
development of children,
adolescents, families and
communities through
sustainable socio-educational
actions aimed at a dignified life.

Vision
To be a happy organization
where people are valued and
have opportunities for new
birth, social development,
advocacy and dignified life

Values
- Commitment to families and
communities to eradicate
poverty.
- Cooperative work.
- Christian principles.
- Developing people.
- Promotion and Advocacy
of children and adolescents.
- Joy and enthusiasm.
- Transparent.
- Socio-environmental
responsibility.
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Word of the
president
What now?
I heard news at about 02 hours ago that in
Guanhães, 20 km away from Sabinópolis,
there are 02 Covid-19 confirmed cases. That is
one of the villages where we have a church.
We announce the good news of salvation as
we assist families in their needs out there.
Desperate, concerned and exposed-to-risk.
People fear the enemy that destroys the
world. There’s no name, surname, bank
account, skin color, political or social power,
we are all under the risk of infection and not
even know the real consequences or
contamination effects that could it cause in
our system. There’s the risk of getting
hospitalized and maybe lose our lives! We can
notice and know that we don’t have the
control we would think we had one day.
In whom we deposit our hope over the chaos?
Perhaps the time comes that we can claim our
faith in the Lord, we are his sheep, passengers
on the land and our days were counted by the
Lord. However, in whom is your trust and
faith? In the science or in the Lord?
In addition to the chaos caused by the virus,
we face political, moral, social, spiritual chaos!
People's mentality is impressive (although the
Lord has already said in the Word that man's
heart is turned towards evil), the majority
looking at themselves, seeking their own
interests, taking advantage of the current
situation!
The truth is that we have been concerned with
ourselves, taking the security measures that
are put to us by the authorities, concern for
our cooperators and with those who are

served by the projects. People are exposed and
taking risks with the arrival of the virus in our
region before the arrival of a vaccine!
Unfortunately, the conditions of several families
do not provide them with any security, as they
do not have the minimum infrastructure to live,
much less running water in their homes. So how
do you keep hygiene to a minimum? How can I
always wash my hands, clean the products that
arrive at your house, bathe and change clothes?
I know that this is not just a matter of Brazil, but
of several other countries around the world. A
reality that is different from what is experienced
in Europe, America, where these structural issues
are lacking.
But, I know one thing, that now is the time (now
and always), the time to put our faith in God
again in the face of this chaos that we live in. He
is Lord and has a purpose that we do not know
and can understand for this moment. We know
that not only our lives, but that of all the
co-workers, families of the projects, in short, all
humanity is under His authority.
May we take advantage of this moment of
'crisis', 'of chaos', to reflect on life and on the
author of life, JESUS! May our life, hope,
confidence be in him.

What now?
We cannot say for sure, but the authorities change
the peak period of contamination every day for our
state, region (which has no structure to receive the
sick).
I would like to ask you to be praying for those who
live in uncertainty, fear, unprotected so that they
can take refuge, wait and put all their trust and life
in the hands of the One who has our days
numbered.
May the peace of the Lord be in our hearts.
United in Christ,
Oscar Leonard Willian van Eijk
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Where are we?
BEM is located in municipalities in the Northeast of Minas Gerais State , Rio Doce Valley,
Mucuri Valley and Jequitinhonha Valley, as well as in Vera Cruz, Bahia State.
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Children and
teens
preventation
and protection
policy
BEM attends integrally to children and teens
which comes from the perspective that kids’
well-being depends directly on the family
and community situation. Therefore, a
Children and Teenagers Protection Policy
was collectively built by social agents
involved at BEM projects. The document
aims to generate an institutional strategy
based on international established
standards to offer safety and protection to
children and teenagers that take part in the
projects executed by BEM. All cooperators,
temporary hired employees and volunteers
of BEM are annually presented to the
Organizational Policy. As it gets
implemented, BEM expects that kids are
protected according to a practice pattern
that preserves their rights and keeps them
away from danger.

Creche
Creche contributes to the integral
development and social insertion of
0 to 03 years old kids in its 08 units,
offering Child Education of ensured
quality. BEM Daycares present
themselves as a possible and
feasible way of basic rights advocacy
as it builds an embracing society
aware of its duties as Brazilian
children based on bible principles.

Kids Fellowship
Center
This project comes from the local
needs of attending 04 to 06 years
old kids that left the Creche Project.
Its main goal is to complement peda
gogical activities of school from an
individual perspective as the major
kids start their studies at the
municipal and state schools. Besides
attending 04 to 11 years old kids
that comes from vulnerable context,
it considers the integral formation
and the Education as a continuous
process that generates social
transformation.
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Creche

Kids Fellowship Center
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Main results
achieved
Regarding the main results reached through the work developed at the Creches and Kids’ Center
in each locality, it was observed that:
a) It made possible for families to access Basic Rights for Children and Adolescents;
b) Provided children's proper place to access educational, social and emotional development;
c) Provided an adequate and balanced diet for healthy growth;
d) Provided moments of culture and leisure for children;
e) Ensured a service with affection, security, respect and joy;
f) Provided mothers, through childcare, the possibility of paid professional activities, improving
family's quality of life;
g) Allowed mother to work outside due to the care given to the child in her absence;
h) Allowed the socialization and integration of families, during the events at the Creche and
Kids’Center;
i) It favored the continued formation of the team, through meetings and pedagogical visits as well
as annual training provided to the cooperators.
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Community
center
Nova Pousada and Rio Vermelho
Promote processes in which families, communities, organizations and community leaders in
the territory work together in order to elaborate community development proposals through
an active participation with involvement of several governmental and non-governmental
actors. The target is to reach a united and empowered community, searching for local
problems solutions through services and representative’s articulation of Public and Private
Sectors.

Connected
actions with teens
In 2019, actions involving teenagers
were executed in partnership with
the public fellowship work that aims
to strength family strings twice a
week. The main objective was to
attend to teenagers from 12 to 17
years old in the Community Center.
In 2018, the aim was to value youth,
developing activities that approaches
protagonist promotion, support and
social orientation. Experient leaders
did the follow-up supporting project
and actions. Christian values are the
base for the diverse and updated
proposals.

Family fellowship
center
actions with family

Executed in Rio Vermelho
Community Center in partnership
with the local public authorities, its
main difference among other
initiatives is the family approach that
involves father, mother, sons,
daughters and grandparents). Each
family enjoys individual attendance
with a social agent once a week. The
basic proposal is to strength family
attachments through activities
developed by kids along with their
families.
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Kids Fellowship
Center
action with kids

Attends to 03 to 11 years old kids in
the school counterturn shift at the
Community Center facility. Kids come
from socioeconomic vulnerable
families. At the Fellowship Center,
the proposal is to accomplish specific
attendance with school support,
pedagogical activities, guitar classes,
dancing classes, devotional and
social promotion.

Vamos Worden
action with teens and families

It aims to provide teenagers that
used to have too much spare and
useless time at Chapadinha, a new
experience of community through
the involvement in activities such as
school support, art, music, sport,
social inclusion, devotional within the
family, school, community and BEM.
It contributes to family and
community network strength. It also
considers youngsters’ potential as
protagonists of their own stories.
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Claves

juggling we strengthen to face
difficult situations
It is a program for the prevention of
child abuse and sexual violence and
for the promotion of good family
relations. Through sequential
workshops, Claves provides a playful
and participatory approach, which
promotes the reduction of
vulnerabilities of children and
adolescents through the development
of personal, family and community
strengthening factors. Songs, dances,
board games, theatrical games,
stories, puppets, riddles, puzzles, and
other techniques are explored in
workshops and allow children and
adolescents to empower themselves
to deal with difficult situations.

Family action
protection and prevention of
maltreatment

The purpose of the action is to
strengthen the family in its preventive
and protective function, providing
space and support to improve the
quality of life, access and orientation
to the social rights. The work is carried
out through workshops with groups of
mothers, community meetings to
discuss collective causes, etc.
At Bahia, a structure has been built in
order to attend kids with special
school needs through volunteer
mentoring supported by the local
church. It’s been also offered to
women the chance of gathering to do
activities and grow together in an
embryony Group of Mothers that also
offer family follow-up in order to
strenghten families' strings.

Food and nutrition
security
nourishment
Adequate food is a fundamental
human right, consisting of regular and
permanent access to sufficient quality
food for health promotion. As a result,
BEM offers, through the organic
production from farms, the donation
of vegetables and fruits to Sabinópolis
Creches and Kids Fellowship Center as
well as to Euxenita and Marterlândia
projects in the districts.
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Rights advocacy
and assistance
public policy

In 2019, there were more than 71
books such as Bibles and children's
books for the community library
forwarded by the Biblical Society of
Brazil. The 24th World Task Force on
Prayer for Vulnerable Children and
Adolescents. The Community Centers
and Creches received promotional
material through the Mãos Dadas
Network and promoted the Social
Educator campaign. They also
participated in awareness raising
meetings for community work and
training in Community Development,
training of community leaders, among
other actions with similar sectoral
policies. Performance in National and
International Social Networks, such as
the Hands-on Network, RENAS
(National Evangelical Social Assistance
Network), CLAVES Brazil and the
Biblical Society of Brazil. Support and
assistance to adolescents in conflict
with the law, welcoming people to
serve alternative sentences. Planning,
participation and execution of
Awareness Campaigns for social
agendas that meet the demands of
each municipality, priority public and
agreement with local colleges for joint
internship actions in social work. In
2019, more than 71 BEM actors
participated in the systematic
meetings of the local councils,
representation at the Municipal Social

Welfare Conferences and the
Conference of Children and
Adolescents, 6 marches to raise
awareness of the fight against sexual
exploitation and child labor of children
and adolescents. There was also
participation in sensitization meetings
for community work and training in
Community Development, training of
community leaders among other
actions with related sectoral policies.
Performance in National and
International Social Networks, such as
Mãos Dadas Network, RENAS
(National Evangelical Network of
Social Assistance), CLAVES Brazil and
Brazilian Bible Society. BEM also
provides assistance to adolescents in
conflict with the law, welcoming
people to fulfill alternative sentences.
Planning, participation and execution
of Awareness Campaigns for social
agendas met demands of each
municipality.
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Agriculture
production

BEM agriculture production
BEM produces vegetables and fruits in
the in the following fields: Bethel,
Bereia and Belem farms in
Sabinópolis, besides Beersheba in the
district of Euxenita - Sabinópolis. The
action aims to generate maintenance
of the feeding of general care projects
such as Creche, in addition to
resources from sales of surplus. It is a
strategy for generating resources to
carry out activities for collective and
communitarian purposes.

Family
agriculture

VEM fellowship
center
widow in mission

Center of promotion and socialization
for elderly women (widows,
debilitated and alone) through
socio-cultural activities, aiming at the
reintegration into social life and
strengthening of spirituality to
improve the quality of life. This work is
carried out in the Coexistence Centers
located in Belo Horizonte and
Sabinópolis with the capacity to
attend up to 100 participants. Among
common actions: manual handicrafts,
devotions, physiotherapy,
psychotherapy, senior group dance
and other activities. The realization of
monthly meetings, annual meetings,
exchange, camping, Christmas party
and permanent bazaar were activities
relevant to the achievement of the
objectives.

Family Agriculture Program is relevant
due the production of organic food
and income generation for the
participants. The program aims at
family subsistence and improving the
quality of life at the community. By
selling the surplus, farmers' families
have access to quality food as they
access extra income.
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Kids Fellowship
Center
(07 to 11 years)

It is designed to serve children aged 7
to 11 years old during their school
shift, at the Community Center. In
2019, a total of 36 children were
served twice a week, 1,209 calls were
made during the year and 762 meals
were offered. Some activities of this
project had volunteers from
Sabinópolis. By methodology, it was
decided to present activities and / or
workshops for leisure, sport, arts, in
order to stimulate the development of
the various skills in the child, as well as
the awareness of subjects of rights,
respecting the cognitive development
of each child, were also individual
orientations were carried out with
adults and family members. Some of
the activities carried out were:
Children's worship; guitar class, dance
workshop; E.V.A. class and rubberized
class; Individual and group guidance
with children (application of the Claves
Methodology); Home visits, active
search and family monitoring.

Nova Pousada's
Artisanal Cook
Network
Affectionately nicknamed “Flavors
Network”, are culinary training
activities (Income Generation), which
aims to enhance female
empowerment through
entrepreneurship and homemade
production of greengrocers. In 2019,
we counted with the participation of
06 women and the Professor and
volunteer D. Vitória, who taught how
to produce greengrocers. In due
course, the produced greengrocers
were served as a snack in the projects
of the Community Center.

Conference center
bereia conference center

BEM Means activity that generate
resources through renting a rural
property for sporting, leisure events,
training, socialization, camps,
conferences as meeting groups
connected to BEM. It is open to
develop churches', projects', schools'
and municipalities' activities. It serves
both the public in Sabinópolis and the
region. In 2019, the CCB received a
total of 3,459 people in 46 events with
the participation of young people
(1,071), children (663), adults (1,574)
and the elderly (151).
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Grupo de Zumba
Well-being and healthy life promoting
project with the participation of 13
women, composed of young, adult,
single and married. Total of 36
meetings, once a week, at night with
an average duration of 01h30 minutes.
Promotes self-steam, exercising and
health interaction among women.

Group of Men
At least 20 men meet twice a month.
Together, they talk about youth,
adults, relationships. In 2019, 11
meetings and 134 eventual
appointments had taken place.
Devotions, tours, competitions,
thematic lectures, were some of the
activities developed in 2019. Promotes
the conscious of being a good man for
the family, healthy manly interaction as
well.

Groups of Mothers
35 women between 18 and 60 years
old met every Wednesday for an
average duration of 2 hours encounter.
Total of 60 meetings and 648 visits,
offering approximately 415 snacks
over 2019. Thematic workshops and
activities such as: Devotional,
Women's Health, May 18 Campaign,
Prevention of Domestic Violence and
Feminicide; dynamics on Feelings,
Lecture with Gynecologist, Talk Circle,
Picnic, Crafts, Family Planning, were
some of the activities developed.
Promotes socialization, health
interaction, women empowerment.

School Support
Project
It received 55 children and
pre-adolescents, in the age range of
05 years to 14 years with the objective
of teaching and reinforcing school,
post-school and complementing
actions of: text interpretation
(individual and collective), knowing the
stories through books, joining
syllables, cutting out words, vowels
and forming sentences, the 4
operations basic math skills, lock
languages, dictation among other
similar activities.
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Additional information
for Family Farming infographic
Currently, BEM has 94 families that produce coffee, grows garden and farming products,
distributed as follows: 33 families grow gardens, 46 families produce farming products
and 15 families produce coffee. Families goes from Monday to Friday at daytime.
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Revenues BEM
2019

Revenues

Donatios
Donatios
Family Farming ProjectFamily Farming Project
Financial ApplicationsFinancial Applications
Educational Activities Educational Activities
International funding International funding

Products & Services Products & Services
Means Activities
Means Activities
Free Resources
Free Resources
Social Assistance Activities
Social Assistance Activities
Governamental Revenue
Governamental Revenue
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Expenses BEM
2019

Expenses

Administrative
Educational Project
Community Program
Means Activity - Complementary Action

Management
Social Assistance Projects
Family Farming
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Thank you
Partners and
colaborators
We end 2019 and we can say that
nothing is impossible for the One who
sustains us.
What about 2020? During this year, we
will make known to Him all that is too
difficult for us, whether in our
organizational life or in the lives of
people who are in need of BEM
support. You who supported and
donated to the cause of BEM, our
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

Cooperators
Without you all this work really would
not have been possible in 2019. Thank
you for trusting BEM's work towards
facing challenges and overcoming
them. Above all, you stayed with us!
You are an essential part for us to
continue the work. Thank you!
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Partners
BEM has partners in the process of
designing and execution social projects.
Highlighted:

Rede Mãos Dadas

worldwide prayer effort - june of 2019
“Committed to hope” was the theme
of the 24th World Day of Prayer for
Vulnerable Children and Adolescents.
The Community Centers and Creches
received promotional material offered
by Rede Mãos Dadas and promoted
the campaign in their projects. The
following activities were part of the
Campaign: devotionals with social
educators, Children making their
prayer requests, video recording.
Some requests from the children that
stood out were: domestic violence,
abuse of alcohol and other drugs,
hunger and family unity. The child's
and adolescent's desire to desire a
harmonious home was noticeable.
Approximately 1,300 people
participated in the Prayer Campaign
for Children and Adolescents.

5a Campaing my
christian social
educator 2019
5th my christian social educator
campaign “courage of the soul: the
virtue of resilientrs”.
Courage of the soul is the virtue that
informs the person that in the face of a
threat, it is more honorable to stand in
favor of what is right and fair for
everyone than to stand on the most
convenient side. And it was in this
perspective that BEM prepared a
delicious breakfast for its co-workers,
each location also developed an
action to value this professional, who
committed himself to social justice,
working with each child, who carries a
story, with their skills and talents. This
campaign involved approximately 84
BEM social educators working in social
projects.

Brazilian bible
society
For 2019 BEM projects, Bible
materials were distributed by the
Biblical Society of Brazil, 71 books
such as bibles, children's books, books
for the community library.
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Addresses
Headquarter
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
CNPJ: 18.391.797/0001-60
Sabinópolis, Minas Gerais
267, Inácio Barroso St. - Downtown
Zipcode: 39750-000
Phone: (33) 3423 1377
E-mail: bem@bem-br.org
crechebemsabs@bem-br.org
Site: www.bem-br.org
Foundatrion Date: 18 of march of 1973

District of Euxenita, Minas Gerais
198, Bernardino de Pinho St. District of
Euxenita – Sabinópolis Zipcode:
39750-000.
Phone: (33) 3423 4213
E-mail: bem.euxenita@bem-br.org
Materlândia, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0004-03
127, Professora Juscelina Sá St. Downtown
Zipcode: 39755-000
E-mail: bem.materlândia@gmail.com
Rio Vermelho, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0005-94
116, José Plício dos Santos ST. Chapadinha
Zipcode: 39170-000
Phone: (33) 8882-3680
E-mail: bem.riovermelho@bem-br.org
ccriovermelho@bem-br.org
casalaranja@bem-br.org

Paulistas, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0007–56
155, Bias Fortes St. - Downtown
Zipcode: 39765-000
Phone: (33) 98882-5057
E-mail: bem.paulistas@bem-br.org
Carmésia, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0006-75
115, Marieta Ferreira Soares St.
Zipcode: 35878-000
Phone: (31) 3864-1129
E-mail: crechecarmesia@bol-br.org
Senhora do Porto, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0008-37
230, José Fidelis St.
Zipcode: 39745-000
Phone: (33) 3424-1327
E-mail: bem.sporto@bem-br.org
Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0002-41
21, Ricardo Pinto St. – Itapoã
Zipcode: 31710-540
Phone: (31) 3441-1840
E-mail: bem.br@terra.com.br
Vera Cruz, Bahia
BEM ESTAR DO MENOR
18.391.797/0003-22
335, da Rodagem St. - Mar Grande
Zipcode: 44470-000
E-mail: bembahia@bol.com.br
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Join us!
How?
You can boost the work which has
already been developed, participating
as a sponsor of BEM's actions and
projects through a donation by bank
transfer, credit card. That turns you
into a Friend of BEM. Join us!

BEMESTARDOMENOR

BEMESTARDOMENOR
WWW.BEM-BR.ORG/ENGLISH

Titles and registers
FEDERAL REGITERS
Social Assistance National Council No. 256.284/74
Social Assistance Certificate of Beneficent Entity - CEBAS-MEC No. 208.530/75 Social Assistance
Certificate of Beneficent Entity - CEBAS-MEC No. 672/2011
Federal Public Utility – Law No. 89.057 de 24/11/1983
STATE REGISTERS
State Public Utility of Minas Gerais – Law No. 6.692 de 26/11/1975
State Public Utility of Bahia – Law No. 8.121 de 15/01/2002
MUNICIPAL REGISTERS
Municipal Public Utility of Sabinópolis/MG – Law No. 737/77 de 30/05/1977
Municipal Public Utility of Materlândia/MG – Law No. 439 de 15/10/1999
Municipal Public Utility of Rio Vermelho/MG – Law No. 775 de 07/04/1997
Municipal Public Utility of Carmésia/MG – Law No. 323 de 06/06/1994
Municipal Public Utility of Paulistas/MG – Law No. 764 de 25/05/2008
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Sabinópolis, Materlândia, Rio Vermelho, Carmésia, Senhora do Porto, Paulistas.
CHILDREN & TEENAGERS RIGHTS MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Sabinópolis, Materlândia, Rio Vermelho, Carmésia, Senhora do Porto, Paulistas.
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